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quality all the way
Find a ZEPRO
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ZEPRO promise safety, efficiency and reliable performance - every time

With ZEPRO premium tail lifts, quality is never compromised. Leading technology and innovative designs deliver superior performance and maximise safety. Smart solutions assist the operator to maximise uptime and work in a safe and effective way in every working environment. Flexible and accurate handling means lifting and moving is smooth and controlled, keeping goods safe and delivered with precision. All supported by ready to go service kits and continued after-sales care.
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Committed to help you deliver more, every day
ZEPRO tail lifts are designed to manage the busy and demanding operating needs for all lifting jobs, regardless of location or environment. Built to the highest Scandanivian quality standards for absolute reliability and performance to support logistics and distributions with ease and precision. 







Introducing the ZEPRO Solar Charger
Stay charged and maximise the use and service life of your tail lift while keeping battery performance and reducing emissions.

The sun’s power is unlimited, making it our most reliable energy source. It’s clean, cost-effective, and infinitely renewable.
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Optimise your business
Enhance the productivity of your business with tail lift features and accessories that help to increase uptime, deliver precision accuracy, and minimise risk for the operator and the environment.
Discover more








Service and parts that go the extra mile
Retain your investment’s value, performance and safety with regular routine servicing carried out by a certified technician in our global service network. Using ZEPRO original parts will keep your tail lift running at an optimum level with minimum downtime, reducing the total cost of ownership over time.
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Find your local service center
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Contact ZEPRO
Contact your local ZEPRO office for information on sales, spare parts, service support and warranties and technical support.













A ZEPRO for your lifting needs
There is a ZEPRO tail lift for all vehicle, delivery and customer needs. From cantilever to slider, lightweight, full-platform, half-platform, double-acting tilt cylinders to separate hydraulic units, the range has the versatility and quality to safely handle all logistics and distribution specifications.

EXPLORE THE ZEPRO PRODUCT RANGE
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Cantilever lifts
Make light work of heavier loads with ZEPRO cantilever lifts for trucks and panel vans ranging from 3.5 tonnes to 12 tonnes and beyond. Easy to deploy and use means quicker drops and improved productivity.
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Slider lifts
When maximum ground clearance is a priority, ZEPRO slider lifts offer strength and reliability while still being able to lift the heaviest loads. Choose from single or double folding platforms which give total functionality even when space is tight.
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KEEP YOUR BUSINESS MOVING
A Hiab is not just a piece of equipment, it is a crucial business partner - an investment in your future, with the latest technology onboard, to control your fleet, optimise workload and uptime. Always with safety as a priority. All covered by Hiab’s exceptional global service network.

Discover more





Meet our customers
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ZEPRO
Uppman transport have trusted ZEPRO for nearly a decade
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Andys Frukt Clafra AB deliver all year round with ZEPRO
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Tyre industry heavyweight Colmec get their customers moving with ZEPRO
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Strömbergs Handelsdepå give their customers a total solution, quickly and efficiently with ZEPRO
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Austrian transport company Bichler Transporte navigate city and mountain deliveries with ease with ZEPRO



Read more Articles





Highlights









FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
The Hiab tail lift journey has crossed international borders to become the most trusted on-road load handling equipment provider; a history forged in the deep forests of Sweden and modernised with engineering technology from the North American aerospace and energy industries. 

Over the past 50 years our lift range has grown to include cantilever, column, slider, tuck under, and special application lifts. A strong tradition in innovative and lightweight design, using the toughest and most durable steel and parts has always kept us one step ahead.

High-tech digital solutions are now reshaping our history and underpin the safety of ZEPRO, DEL and WALTCO tail lifts that make up the Hiab tail lift family.

Today, Hiab’s reliable, versatile and enduring lifting continues to set the standard and push boundaries, lift after lift after lift.
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Documents
Here you can find information related to the purchase of your tail lift. You can find tail lift manuals, certificates and the ZEPRO specification sheet.
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Troubleshooting
Here you can find documents that are useful if you have a fault and need to repair a lift. You can find a troubleshooting guide as well electric and hydraulic charts.














